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About Binance8
B8 (Binance8) is the basic token in the casino gaming ecosystem. It will
be used as chip tokens for various games in the casino, abandoning the
original coin chips and adopting the blockchain, it will be more
interesting!
B8, this is a community-driven, game-driven, and NFT-driven project
built on the Binance Smart Chain.

Token distr ibution
Symbol: B8
Total circulation: 52,000,000
Pre-sale & liquidity: 86.8%
Team Wallet: 8%

Binance official: 2.8%
Burning damage: 2.2%
Airdrop reward: 0.2%

Dividend mechanism
For each B8 transaction, the buying fee is 13%, and the selling transfer
fee is 13%, of which 6% is used in the dividend pool and 6% is used in
the guard pool. Dividends will be distributed to all holders of B8.
According to the shareholding ratio, dividends will be distributed every
30 minutes, up to 8 times a day. The type of dividend is BUSD.

In other words, even if you do nothing, the value of your book BUSD will
automatically increase with the long-term holding. The purpose of the
static bonus reward mechanism is to solve the challenges that the B8
community may face after long-term development. The number of
rewarded tokens largely depends on the thickness of the liquidity pool,
which will encourage existing currency holders to continue holding
instead of selling to enjoy the accumulation of daily dividends.

According to the token economy we have established, holding the coin
for 20-30 days will receive a BUSD dividend of the principal value

Guar d pool
6% of the buying and selling slippage will enter the guarding pool. When
the price drops by more than 20%, the guarding pool will automatically
buy the guarding. This will be a fast-developing mechanism.

This advanced transaction fee mechanism and our 30-minute automatic
dividend mechanism stimulate existing holders to maintain confidence.

Bur ning destr uction mechanism
6% of the handling fee will enter the guard pool and be kept by the guard
robot. When the 24-hour decline is greater than or equal to 20%, the
buying order is automatically guarded. After the end, the team will
manually destroy the purchased B8 tokens. And published the burned
hash value on the telegram

In the case of constant and super dividend BUSD, with the combustion of
B8, the gradual deflation will be completed, which will become less and

less. If the protection mechanism is not triggered for a long time, this will
be a perfect B8 mechanism, and the funds in the protection pool will
become larger and larger. The team will regularly buy and destroy

Casino games
There are many types of casino games. You can use B8 to bet and earn
more B8 or BTC, ETH, etc. We plan to add a mechanism to destroy B8 in
the game, such as the ticket cost of each game as a destruction, or you
10% earned in a game is used for destruction
The game platform supports access to other games. We will open access
to the documentation. You only need to use the API provided by us and
have the skills to develop games to easily access our platform.

Official website: https://binance8.finance/
Telegram: https://t.me/Binance8_EN
Twitter: https://twitter.com/Binance_b8
Github: https://github.com/binance8/B8-Core

